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1 Introduction

This paper presents an ordered sorting proce-
dure based on the Choquet integral as a dis-
criminant function. It uses information pro-
vided by the Decision Maker (dm) in terms of
a set of prototypes (alternatives well-known
to the dm). The capacities of the Choquet
integral are assessed through the solving of a
linear program or a quadratic program. An
interpretation of the results is provided by
means of importance and interaction indexes
of the points of view.

We analyze a sorting procedure for ordi-
nal data in a very general case, where the
points of view can have interactions. Its
name, Tomaso stands for Tool for Ordinal
MultiAttribute Sorting and Ordering. The
first version of this method has been described
in [7] and [9]. Later, in [6] the authors present
further evolutions to the first ideas, and de-
scribe a software which is directly inspired
from the sorting procedure.

Three important features differentiate this
procedure from other multiple criteria sort-
ing methods. First of all, the possibility to
treat purely ordinal data. Secondly, the use
of a Choquet integral [1] as a discriminant
function. And finally, the way the capacities
(”weights”) of the aggregator are learnt from
a reference set of alternatives called proto-
types. These three key features allow to treat
a quite large set of problems. In particular,
the learning feature of the method is inter-
esting as it allows to ask the Decision Maker
(DM) a minimal set of technical details. In

order to allow a more effective and objective
analysis of the problem, we think that it is
useful to have a permanent interaction with
the DM. But this questioning should mainly
be restricted to his expertise domain and not
to technical parameters of the method. The
use of the prototypes fits to this philosophy.

The method works in two steps. First of all,
the ordinal data is transformed into partial
net scores, where each alternative is compared
to all the other ones for each point of view.
Then, the Choquet integral is used to aggre-
gate these partial net scores. As already men-
tioned earlier, the capacities of the aggregator
are learnt from the reference set of prototypes.
Here, two options appear: either the proto-
types don’t violate the axioms ([11]) for the
use of a Choquet integral as a discriminant
function, or the structure of the prototypes
does not allow its use as an aggregator. In the
first case, the capacities are learnt by solving a
linear constraints satisfaction problem. This
procedure is briefly recalled in section 3.1. In
the second case, the capacities are learnt by
trying to be as close as possible to the original
sorting imposed by the prototypes. This part
is described in section 3.2.

This paper is organized as follows. First of
all, general concepts are introduced in sec-
tion 2. Then, in section 3.1 we recall the
first ideas of Tomaso already published in [6].
In section 3.2 we present how to work in
case the classical way fails. Finally, in 4 we
draw some conclusions, and discuss further
improvements.



2 Preliminary considerations

Let A be a set of q potential alternatives which
are to be assigned to disjoint ordered classes.
Let F = {g1, . . . , gn} be a set of points of
view. For each index of point of view j ∈
J = {1, . . . , n}, the alternatives are evaluated
according to a sj-point ordinal performance
scale represented by a totally ordered set

Xj := {gj
1 ≺j . . . ≺j gj

sj
}.

Therefore, an alternative x ∈ A can be iden-
tified with its corresponding profile

(x1, . . . , xn) ∈
n∏

j=1

Xj =: X,

where for any j ∈ J , xj is the partial evalua-
tion of x on point of view j.

Let us consider a partition of X := Πn
j=1Xj

into m nonempty increasingly ordered classes
{Clt}m

t=1. This means that for any r, s ∈
{1, . . . ,m}, with r > s, the elements of Clr
are considered as better than the elements of
Cls. The sorting problem we are dealing with
consists in partitioning assigning the alterna-
tives of A to the classes {Clt}m

t=1.

In Roubens [9] it is justified how an n-place
Choquet integral as a discriminant function
and normalised scores as criteria function can
be used to solve this problem. Hereafter we
present the sorting procedure derived from
this particular case.

3 The Tomaso method

The Tomaso method (Technique for Ordinal
Multiattribute Sorting and Ordering) is
mainly based on two techniques (which can
lead to the same results under certain con-
ditions). The original method has first been
described in [9]. In the following Subsection,
we present its basics. In Subsection 3.2 we
show how it is possible to deal with a larger
set of problems.

3.1 The classical way

The different stages of the original
Tomaso are listed below:

1. Modification of the criteria evaluations
into normalised scores;

2. Use of a Choquet integral as a discrimi-
nant function;

3. Assessment of fuzzy measures by ques-
tionning the dm and by solving a linear
constraint satisfaction problem;

4. Calculation of the borders of the classes
and assignment of the alternatives to the
classes;

5. Analysis of the results (interaction, im-
portance, leave one out, visualisation).

In this Section we roughly present these dif-
ferent elements.

First of all, concerning the scales on the points
of view, two natural approaches can be con-
sidered: either the score of each alternative is
built on the basis of all the alternatives in A
or this score is constructed in a context-free
manner, that is, independently of the other al-
ternatives. The decision maker must be aware
that the final results may significantly differ
according to the considered approach. There-
fore, a prior analysis of the problem is recom-
mended to choose the scores appropriately.

In the first approach, one possible way to
build the scores is to consider comparisons of
the alternatives on each of the points of view.
We consider Sj(x), the jth partial net score of
alternative x ∈ A along point of view j ∈ J ,
as the number of times that x is preferred to
any other alternative of A minus the num-
ber of times that any other alternative of A
is preferred to x for point of view j. We fur-
thermore normalize these scores so that they
range in the unit interval, i.e.,

SN
j (x) :=

Sj(x) + (q − 1)
2(q − 1)

∈ [0, 1] (j ∈ J ,

where q = |A|. Clearly, this normalized score
is not a utility, and should not be considered
as such. Indeed, observing an extreme value
(close to 0 or 1) means that x is rather “atypi-
cal” compared to the other alternatives along



point of view j. Thus, the resulting eval-
uations strongly depend on the alternatives
which have been chosen to build A.

Consider now the second approach, that is,
where the score of each alternative does not
depend on the other alternatives in A. In this
case, we suggest the decision maker provides
the score functions as utility functions. Al-
ternatively, we can approximate these utility
functions by the following linear formula:

SN
j (x) :=

ordj(x)− 1
sj − 1

∈ [0, 1] (j ∈ J ),

where ordj : A → {1, . . . , sj} is a mapping
defined by ordj(x) = r if and only if xj = gj

r .
In this latter case, SN

j does not necessarily
represent a real utility and probably does not
correspond to the utility the decision maker
has in mind. We therefore continue to call it
a score.

We now come to the crucial part of the aggre-
gation of the normalised partial net scores of
a given alternative x by means of a Choquet
integral [1]. The advantage of this aggregator
is mainly that it allows to deal with interact-
ing (depending) points of view. According to
the general definition of the Choquet integral,
we have:

Cv(SN (x)) :=
n∑

j=1

SN
(j)(x)[v(A(j))− v(A(j+1))]

where v is a fuzzy measure on J ; that is a
monotone set function v : 2J → [0, 1] fulfilling
v(∅) = 0 and v(J ) = 1. The parentheses used
for indexes stand for a permutation on J such
that

SN
(1)(x) ≤ . . . ≤ SN

(n)(x),

and for any j ∈ J , A(j) represents the sub-
set {(j), . . . , (n)}. The characterisation of the
Choquet integral by Marichal ( [4], [5]) clearly
justifies the way the partial scores are aggre-
gated.

The next step of this method is to assess the
fuzzy measures in order to classify the alter-
natives of A. One can easily understand that
it is impossible to ask the dm to give values
for the 2n − 2 free parameters of the fuzzy
measure v. Practically, the assessment of the

fuzzy measures is done by asking the dm to
provide a set of prototypes P ⊆ A and their
assignments to the given classes; that is a
partition of P into prototypic classes {Pt}m

t=1

where Pt := P ∩ Clt for t ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. The
values of the fuzzy measure are then derived
from this information as described hereafter.

We would like the Choquet integral to strictly
separate the classes Clt. Therefore, the fol-
lowing necessary condition is imposed

Cv(SN (x))− Cv(SN (x′)) ≥ ε (1)

for each ordered pair (x, x′) ∈ Pt × Pt−1 and
each t ∈ {2, . . . , m}, where ε is a given strictly
positive thershold.

Due to the increasing monotonicity of the
Choquet integral, the number of separation
constraints 1 can be reduced significantly.
Thus, it is enough to consider border elements
of the classes. To formalise this concept, we
first define a dominance relation D (partial
order) on X by

xDy ⇐⇒ xj ºj yj , for all j ∈ J .

As upper border of the prototypic class Pt we
use the set of non-dominated alternatives of
Pt defined by

NDt := {x ∈ Pt s.t. 6 ∃x′ ∈ Pt \ {x} : x′Dx}.
Similarly, the lower border of the prototypic
class is given by the set of non-dominating
alternatives of Pt which is defined by

Ndt := {x ∈ Pt s.t. 6 ∃x′ ∈ Pt \ {x} : xDx′}.

The separation conditions restricted to the
prototypes of the subsets NDt ∪ Ndt, t ∈
{1, . . . , m} put together with the monotonic-
ity constraints on the fuzzy measure, form a
linear program [7] whose unknowns are the
capacities v(S), S ⊂ J and where ε is a non-
negative variable to be maximised in order to
deliver well separated classes.

We use the principle of parsimony for the res-
olution of this problem. If there exists a k-
additive fuzzy measure v∗ ([3]), k being kept
as low as possible, then we determine the
boundaries of the classes as follows:



• lower boundary of Clt: z(t) :=
minx∈Ndt Cv∗(SN (x));

• upper boundary of Clt: Z(t) :=
maxx∈NDt Cv∗(SN (x)).

At this point, any alternative x ∈ A can be
classified in the following way:

• x is assigned to class Clt if zt ≤
Cv∗(SN (x)) ≤ Zt;

• x is assigned to class Clt∪Clt−1 if Zt−1 <
Cv∗(SN (x)) < zt.

A final step of the classical Tomaso method
concerns the evaluation of the results and the
interpretation of the behavior of the Choquet
integral. The meaning of the values v(T ) is
not clear to the dm. They don’t immediatly
indicate the global importance of the points
of view, nor their degree of interaction. It is
possible to derive some indexes from the fuzzy
measure which are helpful to interpret its be-
havior. Among them, the Tomaso method
proposes to have a closer look at the im-
portance indexes [10] and the interaction in-
dexes [8].

3.2 An alternate way

It may happen that the linear program de-
scribed in Subsection 3.1 has no solution.
This occurs when the prototypic elements vi-
olate the axioms that are imposed to pro-
duce a discriminant function of Choquet type
([5] [11]), in particular the triple cancellation
axiom.

In such a case, and in order to present a solu-
tion to the dm, we suggest to find a fuzzy mea-
sure by solving the following quadratic pro-
gram

min
∑

x∈∪t∈{1,...,m}{NDt∪NDt}
[Cv(SN (x))−y(x)]2,

where the unkowns are

• the capacities v(S) which determine the
fuzzy measure;

• some global evaluations y(x) for each x ∈
∪t∈{1,...,m}{NDt ∪Ndt}.

The capacities v(S) are constrained by the
monotonicity conditions (as previously shown
in Section 3.1). The global evaluations y(x)
must verify the classification imposed by the
dm. In other words, for every ordered pair
(x, x′) ∈ Ndt × NDt−1, t ∈ {2, . . . , m} the
condition y(x) − y(x′) ≥ ε′, ε′ > 0 must be
satisfied.

Intuitively, for a given alternative x ∈ A, its
Choquet integral Cv(SN (x)) should be as close
as possible to the global evaluation y(x), with-
out being constrained by monotonicity condi-
tions which might violate the triple cancella-
tion axiom for example. On the other hand,
the evaluation y(x) is constrained by the con-
ditions derived from the original classification
given by the dm on the prototypes.

Unlike the method described in Section 3.1,
in this case, ε′ plays the role of a parameter,
which needs to be fixed by the dm. As previ-
ously, we use the principle of parsimony when
searching for a solution (keep k as low as pos-
sible; at worst k equals the number of points
of view). A correct choice of ε′ remains one
of the main challenges of our future research.
It is clear that ε′ has to be chosen in ]0, 1/n[.

As in the classical method, the next step is to
determine the structure of the classes. We de-
termine an assignment for every alternative of
X in terms of intervals of contiguous classes
on the basis of the information provided by
the Choquet integrals related to the proto-
types of P ⊆ A.

First of all, let us suppose that SN (x−) :=
(0, . . . , 0) is classified to the worst class, Cl1
and that SN (x+) := (1, . . . , 1) is classified to
the best class, Clm.

To each assignment I(x) correspond a lower
class label l(x) and an upper class label l(x),
l, l ∈ J . We say that the alternative x ∈ X
is precisely assigned to Cll(x) if for the as-
signment I(x) we have l(x) = l(x) =: l(x).
Else, the alternative x is said to be ambigu-
ously assigned to the interval of labels I(x) =
[l(x), l(x)]. The degree of the assignment cor-



responds to the number of contiguous classes
contained in I(x), d(x) = l(x)− l(x) + 1.

The assignments are done according to the
procedure described hereafter. Starting from
the prototypes x ∈ P , their Choquet integrals
Cv(SN (x)) and their original classification la-
bel Cl(x) (according to the dm’s choice), we
define for every u ∈ [0, 1],

m(u) = max
x∈P :Cv(SN (x))≤u

Cl(x), and

M(u) = min
x∈P :Cv(SN (x))≥u

Cl(x).

m (resp. M) is a right (resp. left) continuous
stepwise function of argument u with values
belonging to the discrete finite set J .

We now define for each u ∈ [0, 1] an interval
of contiguous classes I(u) = [l(u), l(u)] where

l(u) = min{m(u),M(u)}

l(u) = max{m(u),M(u)}.
Obviously l(u) ≤ l(u) and due to monotonic-
ity of m and M we have: l(u) ≤ l(v), l(u) ≤
l(v), ∀u, v ∈ [0, 1] with u ≤ v.

The interval [0, 1] is partitioned into (closed,
semi-open or open) intervals Is, s = 1, . . . , S,
and each of those intervals of [0, 1] receives
an assignment of the type [l(s), l(s)] (or
semi-open or open) in such a way that: if
u, v ∈ [0, 1], u ≤ v and if u is assigned to
Ir := [l(r), l(r)] and v is assigned to Ir′ :=
[l(r′), l(r′)] then l(r) ≤ l(r′) and l(r) ≤ l(r′).

Moreover if u = Cv(SN (x)), x ∈ P then l(u) ≤
Cl(x) ≤ l(u). This means that each prototype
is correctly classified, possibly with ambiguity
if d(x) ≥ 1.

The assignment of a prototype a to the inter-
vals of classes leads now to two scenarios:

• a is assigned to a single class (d(a) = 1)
which corresponds to the original class
decided by the dm

• a is assigned to an interval of classes and
the original class decided by the dm be-
longs to this interval.

The quality of a model (classifier) depends on
different ratios. A good model has the follow-
ing natural properties:

• a simple model according to parsimony
(low k);

• a high number of precise assignments of
the elements of P ;

• a low number of ambiguous assignments
of the elements of P (and the lower the
degree of the assignment, the better the
model)

For a given ε′, the dm has to select a model
(k) which seems the best compromise to him
in terms of the previously described assign-
ments. The simplest additive model (k = 1)
can in certain situations be this ideal compro-
mise between simplicity and quality. But in
more complex problems, k has to be increased
in order to obtain a satisfying number of pre-
cisely assigned prototypes.

3.3 Behavioral analysis of aggregation

Now that we have a sorting model for assign-
ing alternatives to classes (based on the linear
program or the quadratic program), an im-
portant question arises: How can we interpret
the behavior of the Choquet integral or that
of its associated fuzzy measure? Of course
the meaning of the values v(T ) is not always
clear for the dm. These values do not give im-
mediately the global importance of the points
of view, nor the degree of interaction among
them.

In fact, from a given fuzzy measure, it is possi-
ble to derive some indexes or parameters that
will enable us to interpret the behavior of the
fuzzy measure. These indexes constitute a
kind of id card of the fuzzy measure. The
Tomaso method presently allows to analyse
both the importance of points of view (Shap-
ley indexes [10]), and their interactions ([8]).

3.4 Interpretation of the behaviour of
the fuzzy measure

In this Section we briefly show the main ad-
vantage to use a Choquet integral rather than



the weighted sum as a discriminant function.
We therefore take the simple case of two
points of view, which can be represented in
a plane. Figure 1 presents 5 possible ranges
of values for the weights v and the correspond-
ing structures of the limits of the classes. One
can see that the main difference between the
classical weighted sum and the Choquet in-
tegral is the greater flexibility of the borders
of the classes. The Choquet integral creates
piecewise linear borders, which allows to build
more precise classes. The different possibili-
ties are summarised by the following list:

• I: v(1) + v(2) < v(12): synergy

• II: v(1) + v(2) > v(12): redundancy

• III: v(1) + v(2) = v(12) = 1: additivity

• IV: v(1) = v(2) = 0: limit case; maximal
synergy

• V: v(1) = v(2) = 1: limit case; maximal
redundancy
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2
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Figure 1: Interpretation of the discriminant
functions

In [2] the authors give an interpretation to the
first two cases. In case of synergy, although
the importance of a single criterion for the de-
cision is rather low, the importance of the pair
is large. The criteria are said to be comple-
mentary. In case of redundance, or negative
synergy, the union of criteria does not bring
much, and the importance of the pair might
be roughly the same as the importance of a
single criterion.

The limit case (IV) occurs for maximal syn-
ergy. In that case, the Choquet integral cor-
responds to the aggregation by the min func-
tion. Maximal redundancy occurs for case
(V), where the Choquet integral is the max
function.

In case the number of points of view is larger
than two, it becomes quite hard to represent
the problem. Nevertheless, the previous short
example helps to understand how the borders
of the classes are built in such more general
examples.

3.5 The software Tomaso

In this short part of the paper we briefly
present the key-characteristics of the soft-
ware Tomaso . It can be downloaded
on http://patrickmeyer.tripod.com. It
is an implementation of the algorithms
which were presented previously. Its name
stands for “Tool for Ordinal MultiAttribute
Sorting and Ordering”. It is written in
Visual Basic and uses two external solvers:
a free linear program solver (lp solve
3.0, ftp://ftp.ics.ele.tue.nl/pub/lp solve/,
released under the LGPL license),
and a non free quadratic program
solver (bpmpd, free trial version at
http://www.sztaki.hu/ meszaros/bpmpd/).

It is still under development and many im-
provements are added on a regular basis. The
general steps of the software are outlined here-
after:

• Loading of the ordinal data;

• Choice of a scoring method according to
the problem’s specificities and calcula-
tion of the normalised partial net scores;

• Definition of the prototypes by the dm;

• Search for a fuzzy measure (either by
the linear program, or the quadratic pro-
gram)

• Analysis of the results (classes, Shapley
indexes, interaction indexes, accuracies,
. . .)



A detailed description of the software can be
obtained from the author.

4 Concluding remarks

We have presented a procedure for ordinal
sorting in the presence of interacting points
of view. It has already been applied to real
life cases (in particular to a noise annoyance
problem) quite successfully. Future work will
concern the simplification of the software in
order to make it even more user-friendly. Fur-
thermore, the automatic determination of ε′

will also be one of our main concerns. The im-
plementation of other indexes (veto, favour,
. . .) is also planned.
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